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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant 
to Utah Code Ann. §78-2a-3(2)(j). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Whether the Court should dismiss the appeal for failure to 
marshall the facts. 
2. Whether the Appellate Court should remand the case with 
instructions to enter appropriate Conclusions of Law based on the 
Findings of Fact resulting in dismissal of the Complaint and 
granting the relief requested in the Counterclaim. 
3. Whether, based on the contracts and the trial court's 
Findings of Fact, Inabnit is entitled to be awarded his fees and 
costs incurred at trial and on appeal? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1. The court made Findings of Fact based on that evidence, 
(See Addendum 1) , which Riley now challenges on appeal. In such a 
case, the standard of review is limited to whether, after 
marshalling all of the evidence in support of the trial court's 
Findings of Fact, the findings are so lacking in support as to be 
against the clear weight of the evidence. Department of Human 
Services v. Irizarrv, 326 Utah Adv. Rep 28 (1997) ; Breinholt v. 
Breinholt, 905 P.2d 877 (Utah Ct. App. 1995); 4447 Associates v. 
First Security Financial, 889 P.2d 467, 471 (Utah Ct. App. 1995); 
Jacobs v. Hafen. 875 P.2d 559, 561 (Utah Ct. App. 1994); and 
Saunders v. Sharp, 806 P.2d 198, 199 (Utah 1991). 
2. The other two issues involve questions as to whether the 
Conclusions of Law are supported by the Findings of Fact. The 
Appellate Court reviews the trial court's Conclusions of Law for 
correctness. Department of Human Services v. Irizarrv, 326 Utah 
Adv. Rep. 28 (1997) and Newspaper Agency Corp. v. Utah State Tax 
Comm'n, 938 P.2d 266 (Utah 1997). If the Conclusions of Law are 
not correct, the Appellate Court sets forth the correct law based 
on the Findings of Fact and remands the case with instructions to 
the lower court to enter judgment consistent with the decision. 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND ORDINANCES 
Utah Code Ann. §70A-9-504 
(1) A secured party after default may sell, lease or otherwise 
dispose of any or all of the collateral in its then condition 
or following any commercially reasonable preparation or 
processing. Any sale of goods is subject to the chapter on 
Sales (chapter 2) . The proceeds of disposition shall be 
applied in the order following to 
(a) the reasonable expenses of retaking, holding, 
preparing for sale or lease, selling, leasing and the 
like and, to the extent provided for in the agreement and 
not prohibited by law, the reasonable attorneys' fees and 
legal expenses incurred by the secured party; 
(b) the satisfaction of indebtedness secured by the 
security interest under which the disposition is made; 
(c) the satisfaction of indebtedness secured by any 
subordinate security interest in the collateral if 
written notification of demand therefor is received 
before distribution of the proceeds is completed. If 
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requested by the secured party, the holder of a 
subordinate security interest must seasonably furnish 
reasonable proof of his interest, and unless he does so, 
the secured party need not comply with his demand. 
(2) If the security interest secures an indebtedness, the 
secured party must account to the debtor for any surplus, and, 
unless otherwise agreed, the debtor is liable for any 
deficiency. But if the underlying transaction was a sale of 
accounts or chattel paper, the debtor is entitled to any 
surplus or is liable for any deficiency only if the security 
agreement so provides. 
(3) Disposition of the collateral may be by public or private 
proceedings and may be made by way of one or more contracts. 
Sale or other disposition may be as a unit or in parcels and 
at any time and place and on any terms but every aspect of the 
disposition including the method, manner, time, place and 
terms must be commercially reasonable. Unless collateral is 
perishable or threatens to decline speedily in value or is of 
a type customarily sold on a recognized market, reasonable 
notification of the time and place of any public sale or 
reasonable notification of the time after which any private 
sale or other intended disposition is to be made shall be sent 
by the secured party to the debtor, if he has not signed after 
default a statement renouncing or modifying his right to 
notification of sale. In the case of consumer goods no other 
notification need be sent. In other cases notification shall 
be sent to any other secured party from whom the secured party 
has received (before sending his notification to the debtor or 
before the debtor's renunciation of his rights) written notice 
of a claim of an interest in the collateral. The secured 
party may buy at any public sale and if the collateral is of 
a type customarily sold in a recognized market or is of a type 
which is the subject of widely distributed standard price 
quotations he may buy at private sale. 
(4) When collateral is disposed of by a secured party after 
default, the disposition transfers to a purchaser for value 
all of the debtor's rights therein, discharges the security 
interest under which it is made and any security interest or 
lien subordinate thereto. The purchaser takes free of all 
such rights and interests even though the secured party fails 
to comply with the requirements of this part or of any 
judicial proceedings 
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(a) in the case of a public sale, if the purchaser has no 
knowledge of any defects in the sale and if he does not 
buy in collusion with the secured party, other bidders or 
the person conducting the sale; or 
(b) in any other case, if the purchaser acts in good 
faith. 
(5) A person who is liable to a secured party under a 
guaranty, indorsement, repurchase agreement or the like and 
who receives a transfer of collateral from the secured party 
or is subrogated to his rights has thereafter the rights and 
duties of the secured party. Such a transfer of collateral is 
not a sale or disposition of the collateral under this 
chapter. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
Riley purchased a mobile home from Inabnit and signed three 
agreements relating to the payment of the purchase price and 
delivery of the mobile home. Once the home was delivered to Riley, 
she ceased making the monthly installment payments. Inabnit then 
repossessed the mobile home. Riley then filed this lawsuit 
alleging four causes of action. The first cause of action alleged 
a breach of contract and sought rescission of the contracts. The 
second cause of action alleged a violation of the Uniform 
Commercial Code and claimed a right to reject the mobile home. The 
third cause of action alleged negligence in delivery of the mobile 
home and requested damages for removal of juniper trees during the 
delivery and installation of the mobile home. The fourth cause of 
action alleged a claim against a dealer's bond. 
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Inabnit denied the allegations in the Complaint and filed a 
Counterclaim requesting that the court enter judgment for the 
amount remaining owing, that the court authorize the sale of the 
repossessed mobile home in accordance with the security agreement 
signed by the parties and the Utah Uniform Commercial Code, Article 
9 and requesting reimbursement of the legal fees and costs 
incurred. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Disposition at the Trial 
Court. 
A one day trial to the court was held. At the conclusion of 
the trial, the trial court stated its Findings of Fact and then 
relying on its equity powers "declared the contract rescinded on 
both parts", (Transcript 156, hereinafter T.), held that Inabnit 
was entitled to retain the mobile home, set a rental value for the 
17 months the mobile home was off the market, ordered Inabnit to 
return part of the down payment, (T. 156-157), and ordered that 
each party was to pay their own attorney's fees and costs. (T. 
157) . Inabnit was willing to abide by that decision but Riley 
filed this appeal. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Riley, purchased approximately ten acres in a remote area 
ten miles north of Duchesne, Utah. The ten acres is comprised of 
hills, rocks, junipers (referred to by the parties as cedars or 
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trees) and sage brush. There were no utility services to the 
property. (T. 39, 47, Finding of Fact 4). 
2. On August 9, 1995, Riley contacted Inabnit at his mobile 
home sales lot in Vernal, Utah, seeking to purchase a used mobile 
home which she desired to place upon that property. (T. 10) . 
Inabnit has been involved as a dealer, mover and installer of 
mobile homes in excess of 2 0 years. (T. 72) . Riley agreed to 
purchase a 1967, 70 foot by 14 foot mobile home that Inabnit was in 
the process of repairing. (T. 86) . Riley agreed to pay the sum of 
ten thousand dollars for that mobile home by paying five thousand 
dollars as a down payment with the balance being paid in monthly 
installments of $166.48 per month. (T. 134, Exhibits 1 and 2, 
Addenda 3 and 4, Findings of Fact 1 and 2). 
3. The parties signed three agreements relating to the sale 
and delivery of the mobile home. The first agreement, entitled 
Motor Vehicle Contract of Sale, received as Exhibit 1 and attached 
to this brief as Addendum 3, described the mobile home, set forth 
the purchase price, waived all express and implied warranties 
(paragraph 4) , and provided for the reimbursement of fees if 
enforcement of the agreement was required (paragraph 6) . (Finding 
of Fact 1.) 
4. The second agreement, entitled, Installment Sales and 
Security Agreement, received as Exhibit 2 and attached as Addendum 
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4, required Riley to make a down payment of $5,000.00 and to pay 
the balance in monthly installments of $166.48, granted Inabnit a 
security interest in the mobile home to secure payment of the 
purchase price, provided the remedies available in the event of 
default and provided for reimbursement of legal fees if Inabnit was 
required to enforce the agreement. (Finding of Fact 2.) 
5. The third agreement entitled, Owner Setup, Service and 
Warranty Instructions, received by the Court as Exhibit 3 and 
attached hereto as Addendum 5, provided that the mobile home was 
sold As Is and disclaimed all warranties. That agreement made 
Riley responsible to provide access with "adequate clearance to 
move the mobile home onto the site", required that the site was to 
be level and free of vegetation, that a stable foundation was to be 
provided and that Riley was to provide utilities to the site. This 
agreement provided that Riley "assumes responsibility for any on-
site damage due to inadequate access road or clearance". (Finding 
of Fact 3.) 
6. Inabnit informed Riley that part of the repair work, such 
as the sheetrock, metal work, and other repairs would not be 
finished until the home was located onsite and leveled and that he 
would need electricity and heat to complete those repairs. The 
reason those repairs would not be completed until the mobile home 
was onsite and leveled was that when a 70 foot mobile home is 
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transported, there is movement and shifting within the home itself 
which will cause cracks in sheetrock and other minor damages. 
Those repairs are easily completed once the mobile home is leveled 
and no longer moving. (T. 35, 39, 47, 68 through 71.) 
7. In late September, Inabnit had not received word from 
Riley that she was ready for the delivery of the mobile home and he 
therefore went to the property to discuss the matter with Riley. 
He found that the Rileys were attempting to construct the access 
road for the mobile home with a garden tractor. (T. 33) . At that 
time, Inabnit walked the property with Riley's husband and pointed 
out that the barrow ditch next to the public road needed to be 
filled in, that he would need smooth and level access to move the 
mobile home the six hundred (600) plus feet from the public road up 
a hill to the site that Riley wanted to place the mobile home and 
that he would need a smooth 3 0-35 foot wide road to that location. 
To provide that access would require the removal of a rock ledge 
and several trees. (T. 77, 80, 88) . 
8. Several weeks later, Riley called Inabnit and informed 
him that they were ready for the delivery of the mobile home. (T. 
68) . Inabnit towed the mobile home to the Riley property. Upon 
arrival at the property, he found that the access road had not been 
constructed, that the barrow ditch had not been filled in, and that 
he could not move the mobile home on the property. He tried to 
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move the mobile home off of the public road onto the side of the 
road. In attempting to move the mobile home onto the edge of the 
road, the tongue attached to the mobile home bent causing cosmetic 
damages to the front pillars of the mobile home. (T. 77, 91, 105, 
Finding of Fact No. 4). Inabnit contacted the Rileys and informed 
them that the access and road were inadequate and as a result, 
there had been some damage caused to the front of the mobile home 
while moving it off the public road. He also informed them that 
even though he was not responsible for damages as a result of there 
being no access road, as required by the contract, that he would 
repair those damages when he did the other work once the home was 
leveled. (T. 92) . 
9. Inabnit then waited several more weeks for word from 
Rileys that they had prepared the access to the site and 
constructed an adequate road to the mobile home site. In late 
November or early December, Riley contacted Inabnit, informed him 
that they had been unable to locate anybody to construct the access 
and road, and asked if Inabnit would construct the road. (T. 68, 
80, 93, Finding of Fact No. 5). 
10. When Inabnit and Riley's husband walked over the site in 
September, and discussed the removal of the trees and rock ledge to 
construct the road, Riley's husband informed Inabnit that they 
would like to save as many trees as possible. Therefore Inabnit 
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had the option of either building a large, smooth road removing 
numerous trees at considerable expense or building a narrow road 
and removing fewer trees, which could result in some damage to the 
mobile home caused by brushing against trees that were not removed. 
In order to comply with Riley's request, Inabnit took the second 
option. (T. 83, 85, 95, 137, Finding of Fact 7). 
11. Inabnit used a backhoe to level the rock ridge and 
removed 5 or 6 juniper trees to construct the road. He then backed 
the 70 foot mobile home upon the hill and onto the site selected by 
Rileys. Because Inabnit built a narrow road and left trees close 
to the road, a couple of the mobile home's windows were broken by 
the trees and other minor damages was caused. (Findings of Fact 6 
and 7, T. 83). Those damages were reasonably expected in moving 
this type of mobile home into this remote rural location. (T. 98-
101) . Inabnit informed Riley that the damages were cosmetic and 
not extensive and that he would repair them when completing the 
other repairs once Riley provided heat and electricity to the 
property. (T. 96, 106, 125, Findings of Fact 7 and 11.) 
12. Riley made the September, October and November, 1995 
monthly payments on the mobile home. Once the mobile home was 
moved on the location, Riley ceased making the payments and through 
an attorney informed Inabnit that she was not going to make future 
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payments, that she was rejecting the mobile home, and that she 
wanted $10,000 in damages. (T. 53, Findings of Fact, No. 9). 
13. Inabnit, after not receiving the monthly payments on the 
mobile home, and also because of his concerns for vandalism and 
damages to the mobile home, repossessed the mobile home and moved 
it back to his lot in Vernal. (T. 135, Finding of Fact No. 10.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
I. 
The trial court's Findings of Fact are supported by the 
evidence and should be sustained. 
II. 
The trial court's Conclusion of Law number 2, that Inabnit was 
not negligent nor breached any contract on the construction of the 
road and therefore Riley was not entitled to damages for the 
removal of the juniper trees, is supported by the evidence and the 
Findings of Fact and should be affirmed. 
III. 
The trial court's Conclusions of Law that Inabnit had some 
negligence in backing the mobile home onto the site, that it was 
fair and equitable to cancel the contract and require the return of 
part of the purchase price and that each party should pay their own 
attorney's fees and costs, are not supported by the evidence and 
the Findings of Fact. This court should set forth the correct law 
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based on the Findings of Fact which would be that Riley has failed 
to state a cause of action and therefore her Complaint should be 
dismissed. The case should then be remanded for entry of judgment 
consistent with those instructions and Inabnit should be awarded 
the fees and costs incurred at trial and on appeal. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE COURTS FINDINGS OF FACT ARE FULLY SUPPORTED BY THE 
EVIDENCE, THE PLAINTIFF HAS IGNORED THE COURT'S FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND FAILED TO MARSHALL THE EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF 
THOSE FINDINGS OF FACT, BUT RATHER RELIED ON A VERSION OF 
THE EVIDENCE NOT FOUND OR RELIED ON BY THE COURT. 
A, Riley7s appeal should be dismissed for failure to marshall 
the facts that support the trial court's decision. 
Riley's brief ignores the trial court's Findings of Facts and 
sets forth her own version. As a procedural matter, and without 
addressing the merits, the Court should dismiss this appeal because 
Riley has failed to marshall the facts in support of the trial 
court's conclusion. As one Utah Court has stated: 
"When appellant attacks the evidence, we begin our 
analysis with the trial court's Findings of Fact, not 
with an appellant's view of the way the trial court 
should have found." 
Christensen v. Munnsf 812 P.2d 69, 72 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
Utah appellate courts consistently and routinely refuse to 
consider appellate challenges based on an alleged insufficiency of 
the evidence, unless the appellant marshalls all the facts that 
support the trier of fact's determination, and then shows as a 
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matter of law that the facts do not support the conclusion. In re 
Interest of E.K. . 913 P.2d 771 (Utah Ct. App. 1996) (declining to 
consider appellant's challenge where no marshalling was done); 
Breinholt v. Breinholt, 905 P.2d 877 (Utah Ct. App. 1995) ("If the 
party challenging the finding fails to marshall the supporting 
evidence, the trial court's finding will not be disturbed on 
appeal.11); Christensen v. Munns, 812 P.2d 69, 72-73 (Utah Ct. App. 
1991) (same). 
Riley's brief simply fails to make any attempt to marshall any 
facts that would support the court's decision, and fails to explain 
how the conclusion based on the marshalled facts are incorrect. 
Accordingly, this court need not tarry reviewing the alleged error, 
and should dismiss the appeal. 
B. The Findings of Fact are amply supported by the evidence 
and should be sustained, 
Riley's appeal is an attempt to reargue the facts. However, 
that is not the standard for an appellate court when reviewing the 
court's factual findings. Indeed, the appellate court must grant 
deference to the advantaged position of the trial court, and not 
overturn the factual findings unless there is no basis to support 
them. 
In this case, there is considerable evidence that Inabnit did 
all that he could to make an access road with the least damage to 
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the sagebrush and junipers as possible, and the court so found. 
(Finding of Fact 6). The Court stated: 
I make specific findings that the plaintiffs are not 
entitled to any damages for the destruction of their 
trees. I believe Mr. Inabnit, even bearing in mind 
aesthetic value, took all the steps necessary to preserve 
the trees, and he was the one trying to back the mobile 
in there . . . . His testimony was that they took out the 
trees they had to take out and no more. And I don't have 
any reason to dispute that. You don't take any pleasure 
in taking the trees out unless you have to. (T. 157). 
Finding of Fact 7. Although Plaintiff disagrees with the court's 
conclusion, i.e., a road could have been made with less removal of 
trees, that position is meritless. 
Riley then argues that she was entitled to reject the mobile 
home, cancel the contract and demand damages. The trial court 
found that the damages to the mobile home were not as extensive as 
they appeared in the photographs, that the damage was anticipated 
in moving that large of mobile home into such a location, that the 
damages could be easily repaired, that there was no damage to the 
structure, and that the repairs would have been made as soon as 
electricity was made available by Riley. (Findings of Fact 7, 8 
and 11). 
The court further found that Riley's attempt to reject the 
mobile home and her failure to make the monthly payments was a 
breach of the contract with Inabnit. Those findings are fully 
supported by the record. (See the Statement of Facts with the 
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citations to the record). Riley ignores those facts and continues 
to argue that she was entitled to rescission and damages. Such an 
argument, in light of the court's Findings of Fact, is without 
merit. 
II. PART OF THE COURT'S CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND JUDGMENT ARE 
NOT CONSISTENT WITH THE COURT'S FINDINGS OF FACT. THE 
COURT, BASED ON ITS FINDINGS OF FACT, SHOULD HAVE 
DISMISSED RILEY'S COMPLAINT, FOUND THAT INABNIT WAS 
ENTITLED TO REPOSSESS THE MOBILE HOME IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
THE SECURITY AGREEMENT AND AWARD INABNIT THE RELIEF 
REQUESTED IN HIS COUNTERCLAIM. 
A. The court's Conclusion of Law number 2, that Inabnit 
was not liable for damages for the removal of the trees, 
is correct and should be affirmed. 
Riley argues that it was an error for the trial court not to 
award her damages for the removal of 5 or 6 juniper trees. 
(Appellant's brief beginning at page 13) . In making that argument 
Riley completely ignores the trial court's Findings of Fact and the 
evidence at trial and relies solely on her version of the case. 
The trial court found that it was Riley's contractual duty to 
provide access and that she was responsible for damages caused by 
inadequate access (Finding of Fact 2 and Exhibit 3), that Riley, 
after several weeks was unable to find anyone to construct the 
road, that Riley then ask Inabnit to construct the road to the site 
for the mobile home (Finding of Fact 5) , and that Inabnit built as 
minimal a road as possible to reduce the number of juniper trees to 
be removed. (Finding of Fact 6) . Based on those factual findings, 
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the trial court concluded that Inabnit "was not negligent in the 
construction of the road nor did he breach any contract on the 
construction of the road and therefore the Plaintiff is not 
entitled to damages to the trees". That was the appropriate and 
only legal conclusions consistent with the facts and should be 
affirmed. 
B. Conclusion of Law number 1 is not supported by the 
evidence and should be stricken. 
The court concluded that there was some negligence by Inabnit 
in backing the mobile home onto the site. (Conclusion of Law 1). 
That conclusion is contrary to the court's Findings of Fact and is 
in error. However, since the court did not award any relief based 
on that conclusion, it is immaterial and should be stricken. 
C. The Conclusion of Law canceling the contracts is not 
supported bv the facts. 
The trial court found that the damage to the front of the 
mobile home was caused when the trailer tongue bent as a result of 
Riley not providing adequate access to the site (Finding of Fact 
4) , that the minor damage caused by moving the mobile home onto the 
site was expected and was not extensive, that there was no damage 
to the structure and the damage was easily repaired. (Finding of 
Fact 7) . The court further found that the damage could be repaired 
for less than a $1,000.00 and that Inabnit was ready, willing and 
able to do the repairs once Riley provided electricity to the site. 
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(Findings of Fact 8 and 11) . The court also found that Riley 
wrongfully rejected the mobile home and that her rejection was a 
breach of the contract. (Finding of Fact 9) . The court then found 
that Inabnit repossessed the mobile home to protect his collateral 
and in accordance with the terms of the security agreement. 
(Finding of Fact 10) 
In spite of those factual findings, the court held that Riley 
was entitled to some type of relief under Riley's claim for breach 
of contract. The court's legal conclusion was that there was "a 
failure of consideration to some extent in the final movement of 
the trailer...."1. The trial court, purporting to exercise its 
equitable powers, rescinded the contracts, gave title to the mobile 
home to Inabnit and ordered a return of the monies paid by Riley, 
less a reasonable rental amount for the time period (17 months) the 
mobile home was off the market. (T. 156-157, Conclusions of Law 
3.) 
Riley, on appeal, argues that she is entitled to cancellation 
of the contract and damages based on Utah Code Ann. §70A-2-711 
relating to buyer's remedies on contracts for the sale of goods. 
interestingly, the Court's conclusion on the failure of 
consideration is inconsistent with the factual conclusion that most 
of the damage had occurred in October as a result of Riley not 
having provided adequate access and that the parties had agreed 
that the damage would be repaired once access road was constructed 
and the mobile home was on site. 
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(Appellant's brief beginning at page 11) . In making that argument 
Riley completely ignores the court's Findings of Fact. There are 
no facts found by the court that support Riley' s claim that she is 
entitled to recision of the contract or to reject the mobile home. 
Rather the court found that the damages were partly caused by 
Riley's failure to provide access to the property, that part of the 
damages were a result of avoiding the removal of numerous trees, 
that the damages were expected in moving that large of mobile home 
onto such a site, that the damages were easily repairable and that 
Inabnit was ready to repair the mobile home. The court further 
found that Riley was the party in default and that she had no right 
to reject the contract. 
The remedy of recision proposed by Riley is harsh and courts 
should be reluctant to apply it. Fargo Machine v. Tool Co. v. 
Kearney and Trecker Corp., 428 F.Supp. 364 (E.D. Mich. 1977). 
Rescission, including rejection of the mobile home, requires 
findings that the mobile home was non conforming, that the non 
conformity substantially impairs the value of the mobile home, that 
if the buyer knew of the non conformity, he assumed it would be 
cured and if it was not seasonably cured, and that notice of the 
revocation was given to the seller with a reasonable time. Utah 
Code Ann. §70A-2-608 and 67 Am Jur 2d, Sales, §1192. In this case 
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there are no such findings and the evidence would not support such 
a finding. Henerv v. Robinson, 834 P.2d 1091 (Wash. 1992). 
Based on the court's findings, especially that Riley had 
failed to make her payments, that she did not have a right to 
reject the mobile home and that she was in default, the court 
should have applied the terms of the parties security agreement, 
dismissed the Complaint, entered judgment for the balance owing and 
directed the sale of the mobile home with the sale proceeds being 
applied to the costs of sale and then to the balance owing. (See 
Addendum 4 and Utah Code Ann. §70A-9-504.2 
III. DEFENDANT IS ENTITLED TO REIMBURSEMENT OF HIS LEGAL FEES AND 
COSTS INCURRED AT TRIAL AND ON APPEAL. 
The contracts between the parties state that in the event of 
litigation to enforce the contracts, the non-defaulting party is 
entitled to costs of litigation, including reasonable attorneys 
fees. Exhibit 2, the Installment Sale and Security Agreement at 
paragraph 6, states "The non-defaulting party agrees that Buyer 
2
 Had the Court dismissed Riley's Complaint and entered 
judgment on the Counterclaim, Riley's arguments on appeal would be 
meaningless. There would have been no reason for the court to 
create rental damages and order the return of part of the purchase 
price. Rather the amount owing would have been determined by the 
court, which would have included interest at the rate provided in 
the contract, for the time period the mobile home was off the 
market and the balance of the sale proceeds would have been paid to 
Riley after payment of the costs of sale and the judgment for the 
amount owing. The court could have reached its equitable result by 
following the contracts, the law and the relief requested by the 
parties. 
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(Riley) will be liable for all costs incurred in the enforcement of 
this agreement which shall include reasonable attorney fees." See 
also paragraph 6 of the contract for sale, Exhibit 1. 
Prior to trial, an affidavit setting forth the fees and costs 
incurred, the work provided, the rate and hours involved with 
detailed copies of the bills was filed. (Record 35, hereinafter 
R.). That affidavit was supplemented at trial. Riley did not 
contest the amount of fees requested. (T. 13 9). The court found 
that Riley wrongfully rejected the mobile home and that Riley's 
failure to make the monthly installment payments was a breach of 
the contract. 
The Court should have followed the contracts between the 
parties and awarded Inabnit the legal fees and costs that he 
incurred. Equitable Life & Casualty Ins. v. Ross, 849 P.2d 1187 
(Utah Ct. App. 1993); Sprouse v. Jager, 806 P.2d 219 (Utah Ct. App. 
1991); Sears v. Riemersma, 655 P.2d 1105 (Utah 1982). The trial 
court, however, without explanation, ruled that each party should 
pay their own fees and costs. (Conclusion of Law number 4) . That 
conclusion was error and should be remanded with instructions to 
award Inabnit the fees and costs incurred at the trial court and 
also the legal fees and costs he incurs as a result of this appeal. 
Sprouse v. Jacrer, 806 P.2d 219, 227 (Utah App. 1991) . 
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CONCLUSION 
The trial court's Findings of Fact should be sustained by 
this court. The appeal should either be dismissed or the case 
should then be remanded to the trial court with instructions to 
dismiss Riley's Complaint and ordering that Inabnit be awarded the 
fees and costs he incurred at trial and on appeal. 
DATED this ^?M day of October, /1997. 
McKEACHNlE & ALLRED, P.C. 







Clark B. Allred, attorney for Defendant/Appellee certifies 
that he served the attached BRIEF OF DEFENDANT/APPELLEE, LES 
INABNIT DBA UINTAH AUTO SALES upon counsel by placing two true and 
correct copies thereon in an envelop addressed to: 
Ms. Cindy Barton-Coombs 
Attorney at Law 
193 North State Street (73-13) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid 
thereon, in the United States Mail at Vernal/ Utah, on the ^ y day 
of October, 1997. 
ADDENDUM 1 
CLARK B. ALLRED - 0055 
GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE - 2200 
McKEACHNIE & ALLRED, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
121 West Main Street 
Vernal, Utah 84078 
Telephone: (801)789-4908 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
PAMELA RILEY, 
Plaintiff, ) FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
vs. ) 
LES INABNIT, DBA UINTAH AUTO ) 
SALES, CAREFREE HOMES ) 
) Civil No. 960800^22 
Defendant. ) 
) Judge: John R. Anderson 
The above captioned matter came before the Court for trial on 
January 10, 1997. The Plaintiff was present with her attorney 
Cindy Barton-Coombs. Defendant was present with his attorney, 
Clark Allred. Evidence was received by the Court, argument was 
heard from counsel and the Court having entered its decision hereby 
enters the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The parties signed an agreement entitled "Motor Vehicle 
Contract of Sale" which is Exhibit 1 whereby the Plaintiff 
purchased from the Defendant a used 1967 mobile home, which mobile 
-p./ 
home was 14 feet by 70 feet. The purchase price was $10,000.00. 
2 . The parties also signed an Installment Sales and Security 
Agreement which is Exhibit 2. Pursuant to the terms of that 
Agreement, the Plaintiff agreed to pay a down payment of $5,000.00 
on the purchase price and agreed to pay the remaining balance with 
interest in 48 monthly installments of $166.48. 
3. The parties also signed a document entitled Owner Setup, 
Service and Warranty Instructions which is Exhibit 3. The 
agreement and Exhibit 1 waived any expressed or implied warranties. 
Exhibit 3 also made it the Plaintiff's responsibility to provide 
access to her site for the delivery of the mobile home and provided 
that she was responsible for any damage due to inadequate access or 
clearance. 
4. The Defendant delivered the mobile home to the 
Plaintiff's property located north of Duchesne, Utah. To place the 
mobile home at the site requested by the Plaintiff required the 
construction of a road. Due to lack of an adequate access the 
Defendant was unable to place the mobile home on the site 
designated by the Plaintiff. While moving the mobile home onto the 
property the tongue on the trailer bent and there was some damage 
to the front of the trailer. 
5. The Plaintiff had not provided the needed access to the 
property and over several weeks was unable to find anyone to 
2 
construct the road. The Plaintiff, through her husband, eventually 
asked the Defendant to construct the necessary access to move the 
mobile home onto the site selected by the Plaintiff. 
6. When the Defendant was requested to build the road he had 
a couple of choices. He could have built a huge road, removing 
numerous trees so as to be able to move the mobile home unto the 
property without any damage or he could build a marginal road, try 
to save as many trees as possible, but have some damage to the 
mobile home. In an effort to comply with the Plaintiff's request 
Defendant took the second option. 
7. It can be reasonably to be expected to have some damage 
to the mobile home in moving it into a rural location such as in 
this case. There was some damage caused on the mobile home from 
moving it on to the property. The damages are not as extensive as 
it appears in the photographs. As pointed out by the Defendant, 
one knowledgeable about the type of damage could tell that the 
damage could easily be repaired and there was no damage to the 
structure. 
8. The damaged caused in the mobile home could be repaired 
for about $1,000.00 and the Defendant had agreed to repair the 
damage once the mobile home was set up and utilities (electricity) 
was available. 
9. The buyers rejected the mobile home once it had been put 
3 
on site and refused to make the monthly payments owed on the mobile 
home. The rejection of the mobile home and the failure to make the 
payments was a breach of the contract by the Plaintiff. 
10. The Defendant, after not getting paid for the mobile 
home, to protect his collateral and pursuant to the terms of the 
security agreement, moved the mobile home back to Vernal. 
11. Defendant was always ready, willing and able to repair 
the damage caused in moving the mobile home. 
12. The Defendant has had the mobile home off the market from 
March 1995 until the present time and has incurred costs of 
delivering the mobile home to the Plaintiff's property and then 
returning the mobile home to his lot. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the evidence received and the above Findings of Fact, 
the Court enters the following Conclusions of Law: 
1. There appears to be some negligence in backing the mobile 
home to the site requested by the Plaintiff which caused some 
damage to the mobile home. 
2. The Defendant was not negligent in the construction of 
the road nor did he breach any contract on the construction of the 
road and therefore the Plaintiff is not entitled to damages to the 
trees. 
3. Since the relationship between the parties has broken 
4 
down and the Plaintiff has rejected the mobile home and the 
Defendant has returned it to his lot the fair and equitable 
arrangement in this matter would be to cancel the contract between 
the parties, allow reasonable rental value of the mobile home of 
$2,975.00 to be deducted from $5,566.00 which represents the down 
payment, monthly payments and some interest which the Plaintiff 
paid to the Defendant. The result being that the Defendant will 
have possession and title to the mobile home, without any 
obligation to sell the same under the Uniform Commercial Code, 
subject to the obligation that the Defendant pay $2,591.00 to the 
Plaintiff. 
4. Each party should pay their own attorney's fees and 
costs. 
t: \vx \ inabni t \ f mdings 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF UTAH 




Vi Webb, being duly sworn, says: 
That she is employed in the office of McKEACHNIE & ALLRED, 
P.C., attorneys for Defendant, that she served the attached 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW upon counsel by placing a 
true and correct copy thereon in an envelope addressed to: 
Cindy Barton-Coombs 
Attorney at Law 
193 North State Stret (73-13) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid 
thereon, in the United States Mail at Vernal, Utah, on the 





Subscribed and sworn to befc 
1997 
^™pt}iis / 5~TNiay 
M} omrjtts s ion exp 1 r e s : hi to 
Not&iry Public """^  ^ 
Residing at Vernal, Utah 
i -':'jf]**'<> \W?'J5UC'37Ar*tfh7AH i 
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ADDENDUM 2 
CLARK B. ALLRED - 0055 
GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE - 2200 
McKEACHNIE & ALLRED, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
121 West Main Street 
Vernal, Utah 84078 
Telephone: (801)789-4908 
MN3em 
IN THE EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY 





LES INABNIT, DBA UINTAH AUTO 
SALES, CAREFREE HOMES 
Defendant, 
ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 960800J22 
Judge: John R. Anderson 
The Court having entered its Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law hereby ORDERS, ADJUDGES and DECREES AS FOLLOWS: 
1. The Court at trial dismissed the Fourth-Cause of Action. 
2. The Defendant is awarded the possession and title to the 
mobile home, subject to the obligation that he pay to the Plaintiff 
the sum of $2,591.00 and the Plaintiff is awarded judgment against 
the Defendant in that amount. 
3. All other causes of action between the parties are 
dismissed with prejudice. 
4. Each party is ordered to pay their own fees and costs. 
D~A 
DATED this %. day of January, 19 
t: \ vi \ inabni t \ order. 3 ug 
J 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss, 
COUNTY OF UINTAH ) 
Vi Webb, being duly sworn, says: 
That she is employed in the office of McKEACHNIE & ALLRED, 
P.C., attorneys for Defendant, that she served the attached ORDER 
AND JUDGMENT upon counsel by placing a true and correct copy 
thereon in an envelope addressed to: 
Cindy Barton-Coombs 
Attorney at Law 
193 North State Stret (73-13) 
Roosevelt, Utah 84066 
and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid 
thereon, in the United States Mail at Vernal, Utah, on the / 5 r a a y 
of January, 1997. .
 1 
Vi Webb 
Subscribed and sworn to before me^this ay J&£—January, 
1997. r\\\l\ r ( ) 
Not^y Public 
My^^Commi^sion expires: Residing at Vernal, Utah 
ADDENDUM 3 
o-D-ys 
u m c a n Auto S a l e s 
H West Hiway 40 
Vernal, Ut 84078 
801 789 5036 
DBA 
Care Free Homes 
1100 W, Hiway 40 
Vernal, Ut 84078 
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DATE OF SALE 
STRFET AOOflCSS 
C i t y , U t 84116 
CITf ' " COl NTY STATE OPCODE 
575 7802 Dan's Fax 531 0868 
ms PHONF 
Purchaser end Co-Ptaxhaser(s). it any (hereafter referred to as "Purchaser 1 beeeoy agree lo pure! iase tie lottowmg vehicle from Seller / Dealer (he*carter 



















PURCHASE PRICE AND OTHER SUMS DUE 




6 TOTAL CASH PRICE (add tines t 5) 
7 MFR REBATE 
8 PORTION/REBATE APPLIED TO PURCHASE 
9 SUBTOTAL 
$1QQQQ.Q(1 
$ 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 
(ant6miusa)|$1noon.nn 
TRADE-IN AND/OR OTHER CREDITS 
None 
* BALANCE O W E D O N TRADE IN 




G O O D 
UNTIL 
DATE OF 
VERIFICATION ACC « 
•WARRANTY AS TO BALANCE O W E D O N TRADED- IN V E H I C L E 
Purchaser warrants that he/she has grven Seller a true pay-oil amount on any 
vehicle traded In and thai it it Is not correct and is greater than the amount shown 
above Purchaser will pey the axess* to Seller on " " 
10 TRADE IN ALLOWANCE 
11 BALANCE OWED ON TRADE IN* 
12 NET ALLOWANCE ON TRADE-IN (line 10 minus 11) 
13 DEPOSIT/CASH DOWN PAYMENT (omit amt line 8) 
14 TOTAL CREDITS 
15 SUB-TOTAL FROM LINE 9 
(total lines 12 & 13) 
16 SERVICE CONTRACT 
17 
18 SUBTOTAL-TAXABLE ITEMS (total lines 15 17} 
19 TRADE ALLOWANCE (ling 1Q) 
20 NET TAXABLE AMOUNT 
(line 18 minus line 19) I $ 
21 UTAH SALES/USE TAX ON "TAXA8LE AMOUNT" 
22 LICENSE & REGISTRATION FEES 
23 PROPERTY TAX DUE ON TRADE IN 
24 STATE INSPECTION/EMISSIONS TEST 
25 STATE WASTE TIRE RECYCLING FEE 
26 FEDERAL LUXURY TAX 
27 DEALER DOCUMENTARY SERVICE FEE 
28 
29 TOTAL QF ALL ITEMS ABOVE (lines 18 21-27) 
30 TOTAL CREDITS (leu 14) 
31 BALANCE DUE 
DAY MONTH . 1 9 _ 





( $5000 .00 ) 
THIS SECTION FOR SEtlfcR S USE ONLY PERTAINING TO TRADE IN 
• Title (il not. explain) 






NOTICE ONLY TO BUYERS OF USED VEHICLES 
The information you see on the window toon (Buyer's Guide) for this vehicle is part of this contract 
Information on the wmdow form overrides any contrary provisions in the contract of sale 
I HAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF THE FTC USED CAR BUYERS GUIOE 
FINANCING DISCLOSURE 
INSTRUCTION One of the two following disclosures either A* or B", must be acknowledge* If 
Purchaser agrees to be responsible for financing or if this is a cash-only or cash-plus-trade-si only 
transaction then Purchaser must sign disclosure A" If Seller agrees to arrange for financsrg. then both 
Seller and Purchaser must sign disclosure "B" BY SIGNING. PURCHASER AFFIRMS THAT HE/SHE 
HAS READ THE DISCLOSURE AND AGREES THERETO IF SIGNING DISCLOSURE"B". 0 0 
NOT SIGN UNTIL ALL BLANKS HAVE BEEN FILLED IN. 
PURCHASER AGREES 1 0 ARRANGE FINANCING 
"(A)' THE PURCHASER OF THE MOTGR VEHICLE DESCRIBED IN THIS CONTRACT ACKNOWL 
EDGES THAT THE SELLER OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE HAS MADE NO PROMISES WARRANTIES 
OR REPRfcSENTATIONS REGARDING SELLERS ABILITY TO OBTAIN FINANCING FOR THE 
PURCHASE OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE FURTHERMORE PURCHASER UNDERSTANDS THAT IF 
FINANCING IS NECESSARY IN ORDER FOR 1HE PURCHASER TO COMPLETE THE PAYMENT 
TERMS OF THIS CONTRACT AIL THE FiNANt ING ARRANGEMENTS ARE THE SOLE RESPOM 
SIBILITYUF THE PURCHASER 
SELLER AGREES TO ARRANGE FINANCING 
' ( B ) ' THE PURCHASER OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE 0ESCRI8E0 IN THIS CONTRACT HAS 
EXECUTED THE CONTRACT IN RELIANCE UPON THE SELLERS REPRESENTATION THAT 
SELLER CAN PROVIDE FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE PURCHASE OF THE MOTOR 
VEHICLE THE PRIMARY TERMS OF THE FINANCING ARE AS FOLLOWS 
INTEREST RATE BETWEEN % AND 1 8 . 0 % PER ANNUM TERM BETWEEN 
MONTHS AND _4J3 MONTHS MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
BETWEEN $ PER MONTH ANO $ 1 6 6 . 4 8 PER MONTH BASEO 








IF SELLER IS NOT ABLE TO ARRANGE FINANCING WITHIN THE TERMS DISCLOSED THEN 
SELLER MUST WITHIN SEVEN CALENOAR DAYS OF THE DATE OF SALE MAIL NOTICE TO THE 
PURCHASER THAT HE/SHE HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO ARRANGE FINANCING PURCHASER THEN 
HAS 14 OAYS FROM OATE OF SALE TO ELECT IF HE/SHE CHOOSES TO RESCIND THE 
CONTRACT OF SALE, PURSUANT TO SECTION 41-3-401 
IN ORDER TO RESCIND THE CONTRACT OF SALE THE PURCHASER SHALL 
(1) RETURN TO SELLER THE MOTOR VEHICLE PURCHASED 
(2) PAY THE SELLER 30 CENTS FOR EACH Mil E THE MOTOR VEHICLE HAS BEEN DRIVEN AND 
(3) COMPENSATE SELLER FOR ANY PHYSICAL OAMAGE TO THE MOTOR VEHICLE 
IN RETURN SELLER SHALL GIVE BACK TO THE PURCHASfcR ALL PAYMENTS OR OTHEF 
CONSIDERATION PAIO 8Y THE PURCHASER INCLUDING ANY OOWN PAYMENT ANO ANY 
MOTOR VEHICLE TRADED IN IF THE TRAOE IN HAS BEEN SOLO OR OTHERWISE OISPOSED OF 
BEFORE THE PURCHASER RESCINOS THE TRANSACTION THEN THE SELLER SHALL RETURN 
TO THE PURCHASER A SUM EQUIVALENT 10 THE ALLOWANCE TOWARD THE PURCHASE 
PRICE GIVEN BY THE SELLER FOR THE TRAOE IN AS NOTED IN THE DOCUMENT OF SALE 
SIGNING THIS DISCLOSURE DOES NOT PROHIBIT THE PURCHASER FROM SEEKING HIS OWN 
FINANCING 
k m afom ft-L-UL, t 
OTHER T lRMS AGREED TO: NONE G 
D e l i v e r and s e t - u p n o r t h o f 
Utah 
AS FOLLOWS S3 
Duchesne , 
Purchaser has arranged insurance on vehicle through _ 
_ insurance company Policy » 
As is stated on the reverse side of this document unless Seller has given to Purchaser an Express Warranty m writing Seller makes no Warranty express or implied «>(h respect to the merchantability 
fitness for particular purpose or otherwise concerning the vehicle, pans or accessories deserted herein Unless otherwne ndiratt»d i w ( ig my warranty s limited lo that provided by the 
manufacturer if any as explained and conditioned by Paragraph 4 on the reverse side hereof 
Purchaser agrees that this contract includes atl of the terms, conditions and warranties on both the Face and reverse side hereof that this agreemen t cancels and supersedes any prior agreement and as of 
the date hereof comprises the complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the agreement relating to the subject matters covered hereiiy PURCHASER BY HIS/HER EXECUTION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT ACKNOWLEDGES THAT HE/SHE HAS READ ITS TERMS CONDITIONS ANO WARRANTIES BOTH ON THE FACE ANO THE REVERSE SIDE HFREOF ANO HAS RECEIVED A TRUE 
COPY OF THIS AGREEMENT ANO FURTHER AGREES TO PAY THE "BALANCE DUE* SET FORTH ABOVE ON OR BEFORE THE OATE ST ECIFIEO 
\ QbNn -C / ^ \~~L- 1 •< tJ , OATf fi,u U TITI f 0 IN NAME Of -
SIGNATURE 
OF PURCHASER 
AFTHOVIO IADA FOHM 104 
CONDITIONS AND WARRANTIES 
IT IS FURTHER UNDERSTOOD AND MUTUALLY AGREED: 
he agreement on the reverse side hereof is subject to the following terms, conditions, and warranties made by Purchaser, which 
ave been mutually agreed upon: 
1. Purchaser agrees to deliver the original bill of sale and the title to any used vehicle traded herein along with the delivery of 
such vehicle in the same condition and containing the same equipment as when appraised reasonable wear and tear 
excepted, and Purchaser warrants such used vehicle to be his property free and clear of all liens and encumbrances except 
as otherwise noted on the reverse side hereof. 
!. if the Purchaser does not pay the "BALANCE DUE" by the date indicated on the reverse side of this agreement then the Seller 
may set off against it's damages any cash deposit or down payment received from the Purchaser. In the event a used vehicle 
has been taken in trade. Purchaser authorizes Seller to sell the used vehicle, and Seller shall be entitled to reimburse itself out 
of the proceeds of such sale for its expenses and losses incurred or suffered as the result of Purchaser's failure to complete 
the purchase. 
. Seller shall not be liable for delays or damages caused by the manufacturer, accidents, sureties, fires, or other causes beyond 
: -.3 control of the Seller. 
riO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. ARE MADE OR WILL BE DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN MADEBY EITHER SELLER 
OR THE MANUFACTURER OF THE NEW MOTOR VEHICLE OR MOTOR VEHICLE CHASSIS FURNISHED HEREUNDER, 
EXCEPTING ONLY THE CURRENT PRINTED WARRANTY APPLICABLE TO SUCH VEHICLE OR VEHICLE CHASSIS, 
WHICH WARRANTY IS INCORPORATED HEREIN AND MADE A PART HEREOF AND A COPY OF WHICH WILL BB 
DELIVERED TO PURCHASER AT THE TIME OF DELIVERY OF THE NEW MOTOR VEHICLE OR MOTOR VEHICLE 
CHASSIS. SUCH WARRANTY SHALL BE EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, AND THE REMEDIES SET FORTH IN SUCH WARRANTY WILL BE THE ONLY REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO ANY 
PERSON WITH RESPECT TO SUCH NEW MOTOR VEHICLE OR MOTOR VEHICLE CHASSIS. 
NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. ARE MADE BY SELLER WITH RESPECT TO U8ED MOTOR VEHICLES OR 
MOTOR VEHICLE CHASSIS FURNISHED HEREUNDER EXCEPT AS MAY BE EXPRESSED IN WRITING BY SELLER FOR 
SUCH USED MOTOR VEHICLE OR MOTOR VEHICLE CHASSIS, WHICH WARRANTY, IF SO EXPRESSED IN WRITING, IS 
INCORPORATED HEREIN AND MADE A PART HEREOF. 
In case the vehicle sold to Purchaser is a used or demonstrator vehicle, no warranty or representation Is made by Seller as to 
the extent such vehicle has been used, regardless of the mileage shown on the odometer of said used vehicle. 
In the event it becomes necessary for Seller to enforce any of the terms, conditions or warranties in this agreement Purchaser 
agrees to pay reasonable attorney's fees and court costs. 
Purchaser may not transfer or assign his/her interest in this Agreement unless Seller consents in writing. 
LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR BOOILY INJURY AND DAMAGE CAUSED TO OTHERS IS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS 
AGREEMENT. 
Purchaser REPRESENTS that he/she is 18 years of age or older. 
Purchaser grants to Seller a purchase money security interest in the purchased vehicle and to any proceeds of the vehicle to 
secure full payment of the purchase price. This security interest covers all equipment accessories, and parts that Purchaser 
adds to the vehicle. Purchaser also grants Seller a security interest in the proceeds of any physical damage insurance policy 
on the vehicle. 
If the vehicle bought by Purchaser is a used vehicle, the information you see on the window form [Buyer's Guide] for this 
vehicle is part of this contract Information on the window form overrides any contrary provisions in this contract of sale. 
IN THE CASE OF ANY VEHICLE TRADED IN AS PART OF THE CONSIDERATION TOWARD A PURCHASE, PURCHASER 
REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS: 
[a) THAT. UNLESS OTHERWISE DISCLOSED ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF. POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT, 
AIR BAGS AND ALL SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT INSTALLED BY THE MANUFACTURER HAS NOT BEEN 
REMOVED OR RENDERED INOPERATIVE: 
b) THAT THE YEAR OF MANUFACTURE AND THE BALANCE OWED ON THE TRADED-IN VEHICLE ARE AS 8TATED ON 
THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF; 
:) THAT, UNLESS OTHERWISE DISCLOSED ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF. THE ODOMETER READING ACCUR-
ATELY STATES ACTUAL MILES THE TRADED-IN VEHICLE HAS BEEN ORIVEN; 
I) THAT PURCHASER HAS AND WILL PROVIDE TO SELLER GOOD TITLE TO THE TRADED-IN VEHICLE, AND THAT 
TRANSFER OF THE TRADED-IN VEHICLE TO SELLER A8 A TRADE-IN ON THE PURCHASE OF ANOTHER VEHICLE IS 
RIGHTFUL; AND 
) THAT THE TRADED-IN VEHICLE HAS NEVER HAD ITS TITLE OR REGISTRATION BRANDED AS "SALVAGED", 
"RESTORED," "REPAIRED," OR SIMILAR TERM, PURSUANT TO UTAH CODE ANN. §S4Ma-10O4 AND 41-fi-100S 
OP STATUTE(S) OF ANOTHER STATE SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR IN CONTENT. IF PURCHASER BREACHES THIS 
REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTY THEN PURCHASER AGREES TO BE LIABLE FOR AND PAY THE 8ELLER THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEF.N THE TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE AS STATED ON THE REVERSE SIDE AND THE REDUCED 
VALUE ATTRIBUTABLE TO MISREPRESENTATION REGARDING THE TITLE OR REGISTRATION. 
jrchaser also grants the Seller a security interest In the vehicle purchased by Purchaser for the purpose of securing Seller, 
lainst losses proximately caused by Purchasers breach, if any, of the warranties mede in the preceding paragraph. 
iy written notice required to be given Purcheser If mailed by ordinary mall, postage prepaid, to Purchaser's mailing address 
stated on the reverse side hereof shall be deemed rsasonable end effective notification. 
e rate of Interest as set forth In the Financing Disclosure section (B) of the reverse side may Involve a variable rate, If therein 
ted. Purchaser will rely on any credit agreement representing financing to provide the credit disclosures required by law. 
iluding disclosures regarding variable rates of interest 
ADDENDUM 4 
explained below 
» yuuvi \NKwiMig any accessories. eqiMpnwnt, 
_ an undersigned Buyers, jointly and 
appliances, fixtures or parts attached thereto) desa*edbekn*Jor the deferred payment pnc« as 
,at*m»*ii»io^>~rn,,,. r . , f r .- . r^ 
BUYERfS) FULL NAME. PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND POST OFFICE AOORESS 
Pamela Riley 
164 N 800 W 
Salt Lake City, (ft 
84116 
SEUEJMShSECURED PARTTS NAME ANO POST OFFICE AOORESS 
Uintah Auto Sales 
1300 West Hiway 40 
Vernal, Ut 84078 
A N N U A L P E R C E N T A G E RATE 
Th» can at y w cndM at i ytarty uw 
1 8 . 0 
FINANCE CHARGE 
TIM *** amM U» am « 
$ 2 3 2 3 . 5 4 
' TOTAL OF PAVIKNFS 
Dm ************ 9*4 ift* 
tew i M d t » pa 
Y O U W " A V M E N T S C H E D U L E W i l l . B 
48 1 6 6 . 4 8 Aug, 
cut orr M M K J T Y 
$ 7 9 9 1 . 0 4 
TOTAL SALE PWC! 
Tht lout em at »•» foOmt 
ndudmq fou (kwn (tiTMnl (H 
$ 1 2 9 9 1 . 0 4 
SICUMTV: You an onHng a security tntara* in: 
(VTh« goods or property oamg purcftaaad. 
(fJTha righla ot oNaat again*) your money or property in our p 
I ^ P A Y M O r r : R you pay o t f a a r ^ ^ w M not havaia pay a penalty. 
PfjOfHWTY a t t W U M C t ; YUM way obtain property tnaurawoafc—iany 
ftai f accaataWa >o aaSat ane •u le / iw . 
tl von get the tntunwee (row aatar you w*» pay I . 
See your contract document* for any additional 
deteuM and any requited repayment In tui betore II 
NEW OR USED YEAR NO. CYL TYPE OF BOOY COLOR VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
Used iqfi7 ARMH 14X7(1 .FOB „t a n FflEFCNllSOA 
as. DE D! a D; a**. D& nsrr D a 
c%
 10 Miles North of Duchesne 
<*""* Duch •^ Utah 
D E S C R I P T I O N 
O F T R A D E - I N 
MODEL BODY TYPE COLOR VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
P H Y S I C A L D A M A G E I N S U R A N C E 
You must maintain physical d a m a g e Insurance on tha vehicle you ara 
b u y i n g , but you can buy this insurance through a n agant of your own 
cho ice . If you c h o o s e , w e win apply for physical d a m a g a insurance for 
. montha a n d at a coat of $ . 
B U Y E R IS N O T R E Q U I R E O T O O B T A I N C R E D I T L I F E A N D / O R 
A C C I D E N T A N D H E A L T H I N S U R A N C E C O V E R A G E 
T h e undars ignad hereby affirms that tha charga for credit life a n d / o r 
a c c i d e n t a n d health insurance s h o w n in this Disclosure Statement has 
b e e n d isc losed in writ ing to tha undars ignad prior to execution by the 
unders igned of Ihis statement, a n d that after such disclosure tha undar-
s ignad specifically affirms that H a charga for such insurance is included 
here in that the unders igned desires to obtain tha insurance for which 
such c h a r g a is made . 
O T H E R T E R M S A G R E E D T O : 
. VEHICLE CONTRACT BALANCE DUE 
PHYSICAL DAMAGE INSURANCE 
;i. CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE 
4. ACCIOENT 4 HEALTH INSURANCE 
ii TOTAL AMOUNT FINANCED {Total lints 1-7) 
$5667.50 
$ 5 6 6 7 . 5 0 
": uu have tha right to rece ive an itemization of all items f inanced. 
DEFENDANT'S E X H I B I T l 
B M B I T K X *2*~ 
cum 
R e p a y m e n t S c h e d u l e : Buyer promise* to pay f t * Toetf of Payments to Se»ar in _ 
shall b * the balance dua hereon, commencing on 19 
Balloon Payment: $ du* 
. each, end om* fast Installmwit of S 
_ Saifoon Paymewit shaii D * paid w n * n dua and may not b * refinanced. 
LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR BODILY INJURY AND PROPER1Y DAMAGE CAUSED TO OTHERS IS NOT INCLUDED. 
NOTICE TO BUYER • 1. You are entitled to a copy of thia agreement at the lima you algn rt. 2. Under tha State law regulating Installment sales, you 
have certain rights, among others: (1) to pay off the full amount dua in advance and obtain a partial rebate ol tha finance charga; (2) to redeem the 
property if repossessed for a default; (3) to require, under certain coodWoi.s, a resale ol the property H repossessed. 
BUYER AGREES THAT IF BUYER FAILS TO PAY ANY INSTALLMENTS OH OTHER REQUIRED SUM OR IF BUYER OTHERWISE DEFAULTS, 
SELLER MAY REPOSSESS THE GOODS, WITH OR WITHOUT LEGAL PROCESS. 
Buyer hereby acknowledges receipt from Seller of a true and completely fHU-d In copy ol this Installment Sale and Security Agreement at the time 
of IU execution by Seller, INCLUDING ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON REVERSE SIDE OF FORM. 
A.Byi« 
CU>rO ^.i<X. {<L K 
OATE 
8-9-95 
a cn-euYtR SIGNS 
.£-
Uintah Auto Sales J TITLE DATE 8r9- f95 , 
A P P V O V H D 1ADA F O R M 106 (10-91) T O KI 'ORpl 'R C A M . IAPA1J (101) 566-3802 O t I WO-37 l-TOW 
ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
1. Delinquency Charges: Seller may collect and Buyer hereby 
agrees to pay in the event any installment shall not have been 
paid within 10 days after it becomes due, delinquency charges 
in the amount of 5H of the delinquent installment or $20.00, 
whichever is greater, plus such expenses incurred by Seller. 
2. Security Interest: Seller shall have a Security Interest, as the 
term is defined in the Uniform Commercial Code of the state in 
which this contract Is executed, in the property until all amounts 
due under this contract are paid In full. 
3. Prepayment Rebate: Buyer may prepay his obligations 
under this contract In full at any time prior to maturity and 
receive a refund credit of the unearned Finance Charge 
computed according to the actuarial refund method as 
: <«*v:. osd by state law. No rebate will be made In an amount 
«. A^Aivrciion: If Buyer defaults in any payment or fails to 
comply with any of the terms or conditions of this contract, 
Seller may declare the unpaid portion of the Total of Payments 
due under this contract, less the unearned portion of (i) the 
Finance Charge computed according to the actuarial refund 
method as prescribed by state law (ii) insurance premiums, if 
any, to be immediately due and payable and may exercise any of 
Seller's remedies as provided on the reverse hereof. 
5. Notice of Default: It shall be deemed effective notice, upon 
default to deposit notice in the U.S. mail to the address 
disclosed on this agreement 
6. Attorney Fees: The non-defaulting party agrees that Buyer 
will be liable for all costs incurred in the enforcement of this 
agreement which shall include reasonable attorney fees. 
7. Buyer agrees with and warrants to Seller, its successors and 
assigns: (i) to pay the obligation secured by this contract 
accord ng to its terms; (ii) that Buyer is the lawful owner of the 
property and it is free of all liens, taxes and encumbrances 
(except as stated in this contract) and that Buyer will keep the 
property free of all liens, taxes and encumbrances, and any sum 
of money that may be paid by Seller in release or discharge 
thereof shall be paid on demand with interest at the highest 
;c * ; j l contract rate as an additional part of Buyer's obligation; 
(iii) Xa maintain the property in good repair and to exhibit it to 
'Seller on demand; (iv) not to use it illegally, improperly or, unless 
so stated on the face of this contract for hire; (v) not to remove 
the property from the state in which delivery is initially made to 
Buyer and cause or permit the property to remain outside such 
state for a period of thirty days or more without the consent of 
Seller, or transfer or otherwise dispose of any interest in this 
contract or the property; (vi) that no transfer, renewal, extension 
or assignment of this contract or any interest thereunder, and no 
loss, damage or destruction of the property, shall release Buyer 
from his obligation; (vii) that time is of the essence of this 
contract and Seller's remedies hereunder are in addition to any 
given by law and may be enforced successively or concurrently; 
(vili) that the automobile traded in, if any. is free from any 
encumbrance, and breach of this warranty shall be a breach of 
this contract 
8. If Buyer defaults in any payment or fails to comply with any of 
the terms or conditions of this contract or fails to procure or 
maintain the vehicle Insurance required hereunder, or a 
proceeding in bankruptcy, receivership or insolvency shall be 
instituted by or against Buyer or his property, Seller shall have 
the right at \t§ election, 'f Buye.' fa;.s to cure the default to 
declare the unpaid portion of the Total of Payments under this 
contract less the unearned portion of the finance charge and 
It.iur&nce premiums computed as provided herein, together 
with cry other amount for which Buyer shall have become 
obligated hereunder to be immediately due and payable. In any 
such event Seller, its agents or representatives, may without the 
use of force or breach of peace, enter the premises where 
the property may be and take immediate possession of the 
property including any equipment or accessories, and Seller 
may take possession of any other items in the property at the 
time of repossession, and hold them without liability until 
demanded by Buyer. Waiver by Seller of any default snail not be 
deemed a waiver of any other default 
9. If repossession is effected through legal process Buyer will 
have such rights and liabilities as may be accorded under the 
laws of the state in which such process is brought 
10. If Seller assigns this contract such Assignee, referred to as 
Assignee for purposes of this paragraph, shall acquire all of 
Seller's interest in this contract and the property. A l amounts 
then owing hereunder snail be paid by Buyer to such Assignee 
and any payments otherwise made shall be at the rlstc of Buyer, if 
not received by Assignee. No modification of any of fee terms 
and conditions of this contract shall be valid in any event and 
Buyer expressly waives the rights to rely thereon unless made In 
writing duly executed by the Seller. 
11. Buyer agrees to keep the property insured at Buyer's 
expense against substantial risk of damage, destruction, or loss 
for so long as any amount remains unpaid on this contract with 
loss payable to the Seller as its interest may appear, and that 
Buyer will deliver all such insurance policies upon receipt to the 
holder of this contract Buyer shall not be relieved of the 
obligation to procure and maintain vehicle Insurance due to the 
inclusion of same in this contract but such inclusion only 
authorizes Seller to attempt to obtain such insurance on Buyer's 
behalf through an authorized insurance agent If Sailer fails to 
procure such insurance, the amount so included in the Total of 
Payments payable hereunder shall be credited to the last 
maturing installments hereunder in inverse order of maturity, 
except to the extent applied by Seller toward payment for 
comparable insurance protecting the interest of Buyer and 
Seller or Seller only. Upon cancellation or other termination of 
any vehicle insurance, the refund of premiums received by 
Seller will be credited or applied in a like manner. Seller may, but 
shall not be required to, and without prejudice to Seller's rights 
under this contract if It does not procure such vehicle Insurance 
protecting (I) interest of Buyer and Seller or (ii) interest of Seller 
only if Buyer fails to procure o# maintain such vehicle insurance 
or fails to furnish satisfactory evidence thereof upon request In 
such event Buyer agreea to pay, as an additional part of the 
obligation hereunder, a charge equal to the amount of the 
premium for such insurance obtained by Seller upon demand, 
or in Sellers sole discretion, in equal installments concurrently 
with the installments of the unpaid balance then remaining 
payable under this contract together with interest thereon at the 
highest lawful contract rate. The proceeds from vehicle insur-
ance, by whomever procured, shall be applied toward 
replacement of the property or payment of the obligation 
hereunder, in the sole discretion of Seller. 
12. Any provision of this contract prohibited by the law of any 
jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the 
extent of such prohibition without Invalidating the remaining 
provisions of this contract Except as otherwise provided In this 
contract shall be governed by the laws of the state in which It la 
executed. 
13. As required by state law. you are hereby notified that a 
negative credit report reflecting on your credit record may be 
submitted to a credit reporting agency if you fail to fuffM the 
terms of vour credit obligations. 
14. Changes of any component parts, whether original or 
aftermarket of the vehicle financed shall not effect Sellers right 
of all payments, finance charges or fees. The Federal Trade 
Commission Buyers Guide override* any contrary provisions of 
the sale relating to any implied or venbal warranty by the Setter. 
ADDENDUM: •> 
Owner Setup, Service and Warranty Instructions 
EXHIBIT NO. •*»«gSft-" ' *» 
CASENO. q£0Wimi_. 
IN EVIDENCE / ^ A Z ^ Z * ? -
CLERK S 
You will be furntahed with an nwnrrs manual provtdrfi by thr manufaituti'r Willi rach nrw mobile 
You art requested to read it carefully .and in detail It «%ncT* ttmi * a i u n u %ri
 ltn ,M»tHH^, «nj ,*tttci 
detailed information Please follow in*truntim* rm <wnr**iw« atul matting n«» • > •••• In the iiii«nifii««iiii 
i 
There must be adequate rlesrenn* *o more a mobile home onto uic <nc, without damage lo sides* rati. 
undrrrarrtage or the home in general The purchaser assume* responsibility for any on-site damait dot lo 
inadequate accsas mad or clearance If special equqnaent such as tractor, cat. plywood, planking, labor or other 
qwcial equipment is required to put the houw on ate. it is understood that this responsibility is the purchasers 
o arrsnae for. and all expense related thereto shall he the fwporaibfitty of the purchaser. The ate or ground 
he mobile homo is to be set on must he level and free of vegetation to meet state codes and to insure adequate 
gabtlHy. Unless the home is to be art on stable, poured concrete tooting, the dealership cannot bo issponsible tor 
uture settling of the mobile home. Settling of the ground Is not the dealership's responsibility and cannot bo 
natraUed by the dealership, in casrs where adequate, poured concrete footntea art not piesidsd by the pot* 
fcsser the dealership will, at purchaW* request, provide preformed footing blocks at prevailing prices, 
"his would mostly bo in rental park areas but this type af footutff would not be a guatonttt that tho homo 
routd not settle and could result in the purchaser paring re-Jevriing costs. In any cast lootings can not ho 
land or poured over vegetation or fill Your heme will tie blocked and leveled at time of delivery 
Should your foundation bo inadequate, allowing >our heme to settle and become off-level, it could cause 
aors to suck, bind or tail to latch, rabmei drawers re «tirk or bind, plumbmg or hooting lines to 
lusing leaks, roof seams may separate ailment* **••». windows mav bmd or leak, teora may squeak or 
i be loose, linoleum tile mav develop m i m . and if the home settles away from the wooden wedged 
te whole home may become unstable. Any after-dehvery service touted by settling duo to ins da quale foot*** 
rust be i t the expense of the purchaser At xh* tune set-up is completed, we require that you bo praaant in 
mpt your mobile home Our representative will inspect your home with you and note any defects that 
cist. Upon completion of the inspection procedure, you will be requested to sign tho condition 
' dehrery report Adjustments, replacements and structural problems will be handled in 
enuiacturers warranty, and damage not noted on delivery report wtit become the responsibility of the 
urhaser and will be considered normal 
riUTMtt 
Purchaser m responsible for providing ail utihtwe and for the hook-up oi ail utilltaea inchadrnf 
wer. etecmc and gaa. If tho mobile home contains more than one section, or an expendo, the 
sponsible for the hook-up and testing of these dectnral crossover lines. This may be done by your 
the same time electric power ta provided for the basae The dealership's Una! lectin* and check out of 
me is dependent on the completion of all your utilstv installations. 
I i recommended that you install your underground water and sewer lines so aa to provide as d< 
mection as possible to the corresponding lines under the home 
omvtcs 
The only problems classified a* -crnercencv" are nesting, plumbing .lenoua electrical problems ami smter 
Ii9. This type of service requires factory approval nrtoc to authorisation of repair, and you are requested to 
itact our mrvice department or vour authorasd leiianiy service outlet 
Please contact our t*»rvice department for all *eTVH* requin iwmit DO NOT contact ymtr sales represent-
?*. aa this may only cause a delay in your service After you have moved into your new heme, there may be 
te items you feel need attention: however, we safe that for the first 10 doi/s you make a list of these 
rou nmice them, making a detailed explanation to tbe best of your ability Pteaae do not call ua on 
i vidua I item. At the end of 10 days, or ^t your convenience, we ask that you bring your list to our 
irder to discuss your problems and make arrestments for scheduling servtcp *ja your heme. We feel 
will enable in Hi give jou better service and cut down mconvehidhce te y^ M * * uimplcttng alt se v* s in 
calL 
f iv»a data 
IhRMMttl UK, 
• o n r M f M t . a w i U M y 
ham* « * watting 
. * • • * « « • It to, t h a * 
PteawaatUy 
l t » 
^ ^ W a flPflf ajjajaaa^ajg ajaay yj"flJil| 
• i l l aaaaait • n r w irqarat I t tha 
tetory will aBataatyan fey 
I f 
• t l 
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